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Look at this man:

His name is Vladimir Shirshov and he is about 60.  He was the
director-owner of the American equivalent of a farmer’s market
in Omsk.  But at his market you could buy pretty much
anything, from sausage to electronics.  Mr. Shirshov provided
space to hundreds of vendors:  under open skies; in plywood
shacks; or in a well equipped three floor brick building.

Mr. Shirshov has always been entrepreneurial.  During Soviet
times, even though he was a high school coach, he still made
good money selling fish food.  Under perestroika he started
exporting.  A natural leader, in post-Soviet Russia he joined
“Union of the Right,” a pro market and democracy political party.  He ran for Omsk city legislature
and the national parliament on their ticket. 

February 28, 2008 Mr. Shirshov found himself facing a criminal charge.  It was alleged that on the
previous day at the entrance to his market he hit a traffic officer’s knee with the bumper of his car. 
Since March 2 was election day; meaning Mr. Shirshov could have been elected; it is safe to assume
the criminal case was opened to take him off the ballot.

The case was characteristically sloppy.  At the time of the alleged crime Mr. Shirshov happened to be
meeting with his constituents at the other end of the city.  His alibi was collaborated by about 40
people, 30 of which had seen him for the first time in their lives.  The prosecution learned this early
on, but was not going to drop the charges.  By the end of this text we will see why. 

Before Mr. Shirshov had a chance to face a judge, he wound up in the hospital – straight from the
interrogation room.  And an investigation supervisor followed him to the hospital just to intimidate
medics into denying Mr. Shirshov help.  So he was sent off to another clinic.  And then another. 
While the law enforcement and doctors played their macabre soccer with the accused, Mr. Shirshov
experienced a stroke and lost control of his legs.  Permanently.

By August 2008, six months after his ordeal began, Mr. Shirshov was officially classified as “severely
infirm.”  Which did not prevent the investigator from declaring him “a fugitive on the national wanted
list.”  This was done even though the whole city knew where to find Mr. Shirshov.  He was at his or
his sister’s home, where he was staying under an official pledge not to leave the jurisdiction.  
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On October 15, 2008 using the “catch the
fugitive” pretext, and without so much as
asking for a court order, 300 or so Omsk
police kept hundreds of vendors and buyers
corralled inside Mr. Shirshov’s market for over
nine hours (see photo).  It appeared they were
looking for an “escaped criminal.”  Seems it
was the one who had allegedly scratched a
traffic officer’s knee.  

Throughout the search process many of the
market’s accidental visitors were beaten so
badly they had to be taken away in ambulances. 

Once Mr. Shirshov was “found and captured,” he was incarcerated.  But his condition was so bad,
again an ambulance had to be summoned.  And again the medics were intimidated.  So they refused
Mr. Shirshov treatment.  The same happened with the second ambulance.  And the third.  However,
the third finally consented to provide transportation to a hospital.  By the time Mr. Shirshov arrived, he
was in a coma.

Now the case investigator lost no time showing up at Mr. Shirshov’s bedside.  He immediately read
aloud an indictment and signed an affidavit stating Mr. Shirshov “refused to sign.”  Mr. Shirshov
couldn't even hear the investigator, let alone sign.  At the time he was comatose and handcuffed to the
bed.  A sympathetic nurse managed to catch a snapshot with her mobile phone.

As of today Mr. Shirshov’s case has not been
dropped.  It has merely been postponed due to
“the defendant’s state of health.” 

What saved his life – if you call his comatose
state a life?  

Certainly not President Medvedev’s preaching
to stop putting businessmen through
nightmares.  For the ill-famous Putin’s
“vertical of power” is a pure myth.  No local
policemen or prosecutor gives a hoot about
what’s said in the Kremlin.  

Perhaps Mr. Shirshov’s membership in an opposition party which at the time was being courted by the
presidential administration could have helped?  Yes, a call from Moscow mentioning Mr. Shirshov
personally might have caused the persecutors to postpone a hearing.  For a while.

There was also my publication in Novaya Gazeta – the reason I know Mr. Shirshov’s case so
intimately and can personally vouch for every fact stated above.
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The Ments

“Ment2” is a term widely used in today’s Russia.  It comes from prison jargon. 

A ment is not merely a policemen.  It can also be a prosecutor, corrections officer or prison guard.  It
might even refer to a fire or customs inspector.  Basically, anyone representing state authority. 
Firemen (even emergency medics), tax authorities, patent examiners, university admissions personnel,
and many in the military, etc. rely on their official status to extort bribes in various forms.  Hence, to
ordinary Russians all of them are more or less ments. 

Ments are numerous and their numbers are growing.  The
population of the Russian Federation is roughly one half of what
the Kremlin controlled directly during Soviet times.  Yet its
present bureaucracy is twice as large3.  There are hordes of ments
looking for bounty.

Functionally a ment does not see him or herself as a government
employee.  They perceive their office as a license for personal
enrichment.  Enforcement of the law, or any other element in their job description serves only as cover. 
Their only true professional obligation is to forward a portion of their loot to superiors.

With no loyalty to their governmental position what other loyalties does a ment have beyond bigger
banknotes?  A ment is loyal to his immediate boss and, to some extent, to the ment establishment. 
But not to anyone above their immediate superior.  It resembles feudal Europe where “my vassal’s
vassal is not my vassal” guided loyalties.  Or a criminal gang.

The ment establishment has evolved into a rather complex structure having multiple power centers. 
E.g., the FSB, formerly the KGB’s domestic directorates, nominally has greater authority than the
police.  But on local turf an FSB general from Moscow may be trumped by a provincial head of 
police; or even a prison superintendent.  

The Ments’ Business

As a social group the ments own no property which could provide income.  Their fortunes are directly
tied to their governmental position.  And they sell their office to the highest bidder.  Their business is
pretty much anything bringing profit without productive work.  Meaning, the ments have effectively
privatized State authority for personal gain.

2 The plural of the word ment in Russian is pronounced ‘mentee’.

3 According to official statistics from 1999 to 2008 the government apparatus grew from one
million to 1.8 million.  The fastest growth was at the provincial (1.65 times) and municipal (2.07 times)
levels against 6% at the federal.  Their cost grew faster than defense, education, public health, and the
budget as a whole:  10% to 15% from 2000 to 2008.
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1. Exploiting human vices.  Ments are actively involved in prostitution, gambling, drugs, etc. 
Not that they go to the actual trouble of distributing drugs or running gambling dens – as that would
imply work.  They simply sell protection or extort bribes.

2. Forcing protection onto businesses.  Virtually every business in Russia is paying protection
money.  Before the ascent of Vladimir Putin – mostly to local crime.  Now it is more efficient to pay
the ments.  Which subdivision of the ments’ sprawling establishment to pay is a tricky business
decision.  The more powerful, the costlier.  But also the safer.  It is like deciding how much insurance
to buy.  

3. But the most lucrative ments’ business is looting profitable businesses.  Selective enforcement
of the law is their tool.  Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s, former owner of  Yukos Oil, is probably the most
well known case.  

Any Russian oligarch could have been charged as Mr. Khodorkovsky was.  And a number of them
were.  Most escaped prison by surrendering control of their enterprises to ments.  Mr. Khodorkovsky,
however, dug in his heels.  And even with the whole world watching, a shameless court sentenced him
to eight years in a Siberian labor camp.  Still serving his term, he is facing up to 22 additional years, if
sentenced in a trial presently being conducted in Moscow.  

We know of no one successfully resisting a ments’ attack – other than by securing a more powerful
group of ments for a higher fee.  The absolute majority of cases are settled with surrender of property
and/or a bribe.  Thus, we never hear of them.  But when a victim raises to the challenge, the story
sometimes becomes public.  Here is a story of a man who resisted the ments and won – at a price.  I
personally investigated his case and wrote about it in Novaya Gazeta.  I also used his case as an
inspiration for my recently published novel.

His name is Igor Poddubny.  Like Mr. Khodorkovsky, he made his first fortune in computers.  He ended up
in wholesale tobacco.  By the end of the 90s, he was one of the three or four leading tobacco dealers in the
country.  The largest tobacco companies in the world, including American, were regularly doing business
with Mr. Poddubny.  At the time he was attacked, Mr. Poddubny was a multi millionaire.  Note the picture
before his ordeal.

It was Mr. Poddubny’s competition who bribed ments to
open a criminal case against him.  Fortunately, those
ments made a major error.  They overreached and charged
Mr. Poddubny and his deputy not only with “smuggling,”
but with “conspiracy.”  And that conspiracy charge gave
him the right to demand a jury trial.  

Just as the first jury was about to pass a non-guilty verdict,
it was disbanded under a trumped up pretext (ments were
illegally eavesdropping on jury deliberations).  The second
jury actually found Mr. Poddubny not guilty.  Just to have
the Supreme Court overturn the verdict on a technicality.  The third jury finally set him free.  
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Mr. Poddubny dealt with customs no differently
than thousands of other Russian dealers, whether
importing cars, cigarettes, or Tyson chicken
thighs.  All three juries based their ruling on an
instinctive repulsion to the blatantly selective
application of law.  Their personal experiences
had sensitized them to such shameless
unfairness.  I can personally attest no Russian
judge would have ruled as these three juries did. 
Scared of ments, judges would have ducked,
hiding behind the formal – or should I say
constructivist – interpretation of the law.  

Igor Poddubny did win.  It took him six years. 
During those six years he remained in pretrial incarceration under
conditions even Russian officialdom recognizes as inhumane.  Now
contrast Mr. Poddubny in his cell. 

Here’s Mr. Poddubny’s business when he was exonerated.  Destroyed.

If this could happen to someone able to afford the best defense, what
chance does a regular Ivan have? 

How does the “rule of ment” feel to an ordinary citizen?  As long as
you are not wealthy or in control of valuable property, the ments
effectively ignore you.  But the moment you need something from
them, they demand their tribute.  Your car was stolen?  Unless you
promise one quarter of its value, the police won’t even start looking. 
Nobody will open a criminal case on any reported theft before the
victim pays.  

You can also order a criminal case.  Complete with forged evidence.  Be it against your competition,
or anyone else you don’t like.  Insulted women are known to have ordered criminal prosecution of
their men.  

4. Sometimes ments themselves initiate fake criminal cases with the sole purpose of extortion.  They
can bring substantial leverage to bear.  Russian courts almost never free people on bail.  And in
98% of cases keep approving extensions of pretrial incarceration – by several months at a time.  So
most victims pay up long before their day in court.  And even when in a court, if the ments’ case
falls apart, the sentence usually becomes “time served.”

5. The ments set up rules under which no breathing soul can avoid violations.  Then – selective
application of the law – they choose victims.  For example, you cannot hope to run a business
honestly following customs laws and regulations.  One of us knows it from personal experience. 
The cost of having refused to pay up – business destroyed.  No prison time, though, like for Mr.
Poddubny.
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Any Russian driver knows the last thing traffic police are concerned with is road safety.  The cops
spend their time collecting endless fees for various permits or bribes after stopping drivers.  In fact,
ments are constantly lobbying parliament for more draconian restrictions and punishments. 
Thereby increasing their bribes.

Another example is “propiska” or registration.  “Propiska” was one of Communist Russia’s most
notorious restrictions.  Without an official stamp in your internal passport, you were unable to
work or live in a city.  Russia’s new constitution explicitly bans “propiska.”  In spite of a
constitutional ban, “propiska” still exists.  Only now they call it “registration.”  Spend more than
three days in Moscow without it, and you may find yourself expelled with fines.  Wouldn’t you
rather enrich the street cop who demanded to see your passport?  Russian businesses often hire
illegal immigrants (those without “propiska”).  Bribes become a major line item.

What Are Ments Like?

A single ant has no intellect, not even an instinct of self-
preservation.  But the anthill as a whole has the ability to
make choices which protect its occupants.  Similarly, ments
are seldom smart or educated individually.  But as a collective
they ward off intrusions.  

Ments become more arrogant and greedy because effective
checks and balances are absent.  

Locusts also have no natural enemies capable of controlling
their exploding numbers.  Thus, invasions end in heaps of
insect carcasses covering a devastated landscape.

And what is a ment like as an individual?  A butcher killing
cattle all day may be a gentle and kind person.  He is, after all,
only doing a job.  A ment’s job is also heartless and cruel.
And individual ments are for the most part no more monsters
than individual ants, locusts or butchers.  Although monsters who enjoy torture and humiliation do
exist, most are only human beings with families and children.  

One has to admit:  ments are succeeding.  According to Transparency International, of the world’s 22
largest economies Russia is the most corrupt.  Business costs to keep ments at bay are 6-7% of profits,
and rising.  The number of Russians behind bars is growing.  The percentage of jury trials is dropping. 
Ments are clearly consolidating their grip on the nation.

History

At the dawn of his presidency Vladimir Putin declared a doctrine called “dictatorship of the law.”   
The doctrine is, of course, an oxymoron.  Inevitably, his doctrine morphed into “dictatorship of the
ment.”
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Most likely Mr. Putin meant well.  Chaos then seemed to beg emergency measures.  He must have had
no idea that by scoring a tactical victory, he was committing a strategic blunder.  

Why couldn’t Vladimir Putin foresee it?  Because he was taught law at a KGB school.  KGB law
professors began by admonishing their classes:  “you will be violating the Constitution in order to
uphold it.” 

In functioning courts law is not dictated, but debated and interpreted.  A messy process.  Sometimes
subject to errors or even abuse.  Yet we still have no better way to apply the law.  

By leaving Russian courts without their core function Mr. Putin’s legal doctrine made them practically
irrelevant.

Mr. Putin entrusted his doctrine to experienced “dictators,” i.e., former KGB colleagues.  By its very
nature the KGB strives for complete control.  Their primary tool is fear.  And in the quasi-market
environment they also need wealth.  Yukos Oil was doomed.

Mikhail Khodorkovsky was fiercely independent of the Kremlin.  When he rejected control of the ex-
KGB, they had to take him down.  His company was the largest in the nation.  Taking it over gave
them wealth.  Plus Mr. Khodorkovsky cut a perfect target.  His riches, youth, independence, and
audacity helped sell the public on an act obviously not quite legal, but socially “justifiable.”  And then
the invaluable message to other businessmen:  if we can take down Khodorkovsky, nobody can feel
safe.  Both fear and wealth.  Control established.

The Yukos Oil case required police, accountants, bankruptcy managers, tax officials, prosecutors, and
even judges to become involved.  So former KGB officers had to delegate “dictatorship” to non-KGB
officials.  And the ment establishment was formed.  It's ranks quickly swelled with outright
criminals, many of whom bribed their way to shoulder straps; right up to becoming generals. 
Businessmen, unable to honestly compete, switched sides to join. 

A high level Soviet procurator once told one of us “we will never allow you to use our laws against
us.”  The Soviets at least claimed a historic mission.  

Two decades later we find Russian law held hostage by greedy and ignorant ments with no ideology,
vision, or responsibility.  Resistence is, by and large, futile.

For example, NGOs are not controled by ments.  Though many are systematically harassed.  Mr. Putin
made sure foreign funding of Russian NGOs is essentially blocked.  If NGOs had greater resources,
they would have been able to do more.  Yet all an NGO can do is collect and verify primary data; and
bring it to the attention of those with authority to act.  The courts wouldn’t even listen to NGOs for
procedural reasons.  And the ments are not interested in prosecuting colleagues.  So NGOs have
nowhere to go but the media.
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There are honest and independent journalists working all over Russia.  Interestingly, most are women. 
Are they more compassionate and less easily scared?  The question aside, not every editor is
courageous.  Meaning stories about ment abuse seldom appear in local press.  As to national media… 

Basically, FM radio, and especially print media, in the capitals are not censored.  Their audience is
relatively small and elite.  In fact, the Kremlin is careful with serious publications.  They learned the
Soviet lesson and value corrective feedback – as long as it is neither personal, nor too public. 

The problem is the Kremlin can do precious little about ment abuses, reported in the media or not. 
Neither the president, nor any other top official can do much to keep the ments in check.  A couple
years ago President Putin publicly fired several corrupt FSB (former KGB) generals.  Incredibly, they
ignored it all and continued for several weeks to show up at their offices, issuing orders, etc.  The
resolution was never made public. 

Vladimir Putin also made structural attempts to reign in the ments.  An obvious idea was to create a
corp of “supercops.”  Generally fashioned after the FBI, in September 2007 the federal Investigative
Committee (IC) was formed.  Result:  ments in the IC are clashing with other ments.  But only for
influence and control, not to uphold the law.  IC ments are not winning.  This month IC's head fired a
number of his top staff, while other senior officers chose to resign.  The IC may not survive at all.  As
of today it is safe to say the experiment failed. 

By the end of his presidency Vladimir Putin had few illusions about controlling the evil genie he
unleashed.  He chose to pass the presidential baton not to Sergey Ivanov, an ex-KGB general, but to
Anatoly Medvedev.  Medvedev had no direct ties to ments.  In the run up to the election Mr. Putin
even assigned his personal security detail to protect Mr. Medvedev, evidently from former KGB
colleagues. 

From day one President Medvedev spoke out against corruption, harassment of businessmen, and
other ment abuses.  He introduced a number of bills against corruption.  But an otherwise servile
parliament delayed enactment for a full year, giving ments ample opportunity to hide ill-begotten
gains. 

Recently president Medvedev announced a personnel pool for filling senior government positions.  
Most candidates are managers from the private sector.  Clearly, yet another attempt at breaking the
ments’ stranglehold. 

Role of The Courts

Western media likes to write about corruption in Russian courts.  What a gross oversimplification! 
The situation is way beyond simple corruption.  

Yes, many judges take bribes and most yield to political pressure.  But the majority of judges would
rather not.  We believe, absent the ments, Russian judges would generally uphold the law.  
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Mr. Putin’s “dictatorship of the law” and its ensuing “dictatorship of ments” have marginalized the
courts.  A ment’s testimony in court outweighs exculpatory evidence from several civilian witnesses. 
Presumption of innocence has been de facto substituted by the presumption of a ment.  This is why
the court ignored Mr. Shirshov’s indisputable alibi.

Because of ments close to 95% of all court sentences in Russia are “guilty.”  Even in the most obvious
cases few judges venture beyond a “time served in pre-trial incarceration” sentence.  And Russian
prisons are bursting at the seams with people waiting for their day in court.  Even those accused of
white collar crimes are almost never allowed bail.  What leverage would ments have otherwise?

Jury trials are new to Russia.  Unless you are accused of a quite serious crime, you are not even
permitted to ask for one.  Characteristically, of the verdicts returned by juries, around 50% are found
“not guilty.”  Contrast this with 5% returned by judges.  

Ments continue to manipulate  juries.  They sneak in retired ments, eavesdrop on jury deliberations,
even harass jurors.  But all this, as your last president used to say, is hard work.  Definitely not for
ments.  Instead they are lobbying to ban jury trials altogether.  And ments’ top tier, the FSB, have
already scored.  Parliament has just eliminated juries from trials for high treason.  Under this new law
treason received such a broad interpretation it can cover many forms of legitimate civil protest.

Raising judges’ salaries is positive motivation.  It may help reduce corruption unrelated to ments.  But 
powerful negative motivation remains.  Crossing ments can cost a judge his job.  With Mssrs.
Medvedev and Putin unable to control ments, is it really fair to ask judges to take up the challenge?

Lets mention one ment-free jurisdiction:  the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.  In May
1998 Russia has recognized the Strasbourg court.  Theoretically it is available to Russian citizens. 
Many are trying to use it.

Since the court’s recognition Russians have filed about 67 thousand complaints.  Presently only Turks
are filing more.  Of course, the Strasbourg option is no substitute for a functioning judicial system. 
Still, in the Strasbourg court ments are systematically losing.  In January alone the Russian Federation
lost 29 cases.  And recently, in spite of Russia’s frantic resistence, the Strasbourg court finally
accepted the Yukos Oil’s complaint.

Meanwhile, the ments’ yoke is strengthening.  It has distorted every natural and healthy relationship. 
An ordinary Russian is only relatively safe owning little or nothing, while steering completely clear of
any ment’s attention.  It can be argued today's Russians are more defenseless than under Communism. 

By now even the Kremlin knows:  Mr. Putin’s touted “power vertical” (vertical power structure),
supposedly ensuring tighter control across Russia's vastness, is a myth.  It hides a spreading anarchy. 
Kremlin officials are afraid.  They do not know how to reverse the process.  

With no checks and balances the analogy with a cancer tumor becomes frighteningly complete.  A
mutation of a healthy cell makes it cancerous.  The cell no longer performs its functions for the benefit
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of the body as a whole.  Instead, it begins to multiply, producing uncontrolled growth of its own kind. 
Metastasizing, the cancerous growth eventually kills the organism...

It cannot be stressed enough:  the present situation has nothing to do with a return to Soviet
totalitarianism.  Russia is struggling with a totally new phenomenon.  

By crude analogy the ments’ dictatorship is not unrelated to Somalia under warlords, or parts of
Pakistan and Afghanistan run by armed militias of local tribal chieftains.  “Dictatorship of ments” is
driving Russia to anarchy.  Unless the process of “mentization” is reversed, Russia could end up the
world’s largest failed state.

The situation is dire.  

Any advice is welcome.
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